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	"Jeff Davidson approaches organizing as an exercise in control, efficiency, and peace of mind. Jeff can tell it like it is, because he is like he tells it."

	—Warren Farrell, Ph.D., author of Why Men Are the Way They Are and Women Can't Hear What Men Don't Say

	
		Does your desk look the scene of an explosion?
	
		Is your computer crowded with pointless files?
	
		Are the tools you need always buried under piles of junk?



	If so, Jeff Davidson has the solutions for you. With sixty simple, immediate techniques, he shows you how to get your workplace organized, streamline your workday, and boost your productivity and job satisfaction. With this handy manual by your side, you can banish chaos from your cubicle forever!
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Foundations of Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005

	The book issued by two professors at MIT is intended to initiate a new approach in presenting and developing analog and digital electronics. Traditionally, analog and digital elements and circuits are given in separate courses. Here, the authors want to show that in presenting both topics (analog and digital), a deeper insight of the real...
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SproutCore Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Creating fast, powerful, and feature-rich web applications using the SproutCore HTML5 framework


	Overview

	
		Write next-gen HTML5 apps using the SproutCore framework and tools
	
		Get started right away by creating a powerful application in the very first chapter
	
		Build your...
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Beat the Forex Dealer: An insider's look into trading today's foreign exchange marketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The foreign-exchange market is often referred to as the Slaughterhouse where novice traders go to get 'chopped up'. It is one of egos and money, where millions of dollars are won and lost every day and phones are routinely thrown across hectic trading desks. This palpable excitement has led to the explosion of the retail FX market,...
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Streaming Media: Building and Implementing a Complete Streaming SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A complete toolkit to successfully develop and implement streaming media on the Web
From hands-on training and distance learning to teleconferencing and product demonstrations, streaming media is providing businesses with a whole new world of opportunity. Written by one of the leading experts in the field, this book will provide you with all...
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Google SketchUp: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
If you want to learn to create 3-D models using Google SketchUp, this Missing Manual is the ideal place to start. Filled with step-by-step tutorials, this entertaining, reader-friendly guide will have you creating detailed 3-D objects, including building plans, furniture, landscaping plans--even characters for computer games--in no time. 
 ...
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Embedded System DesignSpringer, 2005
Embedded systems can be defined as information processing systems embedded into enclosing products such as cars, telecommunication or fabrication equipment. Such systems come with a large number of common characteristics, including real-time constraints, and dependability as well as efficiency requirements. Following the success of information...
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